Traditional Hmong Clothes

The original art that inspired me to make my traditional Hmong clothes was a sculpture of two Chinese ladies who wore their beautiful and outstanding traditional Chinese clothes. These sculpture were collected by Leo and Doris and it was named The Leo and Doris Hodroff Gallery. These sculpture were made out of clay and I would say that this sculpture is a medium size, also the dress that they were wearing were: blue, green and partial white, and light blue. The dress was really long that it covered their feet, and the women were holding a vase that was the color of sky blue. Where the women stand on, looked like a cloud, the color and shape looked so much like a puffy and soft cloud. The touched of this sculpture were smooth on the dress and hair but the face was a little rough. When I look at this sculpture, I feel peaceful and the color remind me of the summer blue sky. I am thrilled of the color of this sculpture and it reminded me of my colorful Hmong clothes, and the Hmong New Year when I wore my Hmong clothes.